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Whereas many books look at how women's bodies are represented in different religions
and cultures around the world, this work explores the site of a woman's voice and
identity, her head. The female head threatens to disrupt the classic gender distinctions
that link men to speech, identity, and mind while relegating women to silence,
anonymity, and flesh. The contributors to this collection argue that the objectification of
women as sexual and reproductive bodies results in their symbolic beheading.
Decapitation occurs symbolically in myths as well as in actual practices such as veiling,
head covering, and cosmetic highlighting, which by sexualizing a woman's face turns it
into an extension of her body. The essays explore how similar treatments of the female
head find their unique articulation in diverse religious traditions and cultures: in Hindu
myths of beheading, in Buddhist and Tantric practices and poetry about the hair of
female nuns, in the resistance to veiling by early Christian women at Corinth, in
contemporary veiling practices in a Turkish village, in the eroticization of the female
mouth in ancient Judaism, and in Greek and Roman cosmetic practices. Together
these essays show how the depiction of the female head is critical for an understanding
of gender and its influence on other fundamental religious and cultural issues.
"... fifteen texts which are essential reading for anyone interested in semiotics... This
collection will surely become a standard text for those who teach semiotics, aesthetics
or philosophy of language." -- International Philosophical Quarterly This volume
presents the classic statements in semiotics and touches on a vast set of problems and
themes -- philosophical, aesthetic, literary, cultural, biological, and anthropological.
Film buffs—find the perfect words for any special occasion in this handy movie quotation
reference guide. Whether it’s Casablanca, Cabaret, Clueless, or The Cable Guy, you
probably have favorite flicks you often quote. And it’s true, “We’ll always have Paris.”
From A Man Called Horse to Zoolander and everything in between, our beloved films
have excellent writing and memorable dialogue; we have talented Hollywood
screenwriters to thank for the brilliant one-liners we love. Movie quotes have become
an integral part of our culture and expression. The movie quotes that often show up on
“best of” lists rarely lend themselves to important moments in life. On how many
special occasions can you say “May the Force be with you”? Open up most movie
quote lists or books and you’re likely to see “Play it again, Sam,” or “There’s no place
like home.” Yet there are so many lines just under the radar that are the stuff of pure
poetry and sheer genius. That’s where cinephile and true movie buff James Scheibli
comes in! In Movie Quotes for Special Occasions, he has scoured the movies of the
world to track down the most fitting and fabulous movie quotes for every special
occasion. From graduations to birthdays to wedding toasts to golden anniversaries, film
scholar James Scheibli provides cinematic quotes that are moving, memorable,
inspirational, and deeply meaningful. These quips, quotes, and scene-stealing lines do
more than just remind us of the movies they came from. They transcend their stories
and enrich your life. Whether from blockbuster megahits or forgotten indies, Movie
Quotes for Special Occasions has the right quote for the right occasion—and it’s a great
gift for movie lovers, anniversary gift, or coffee table book for your friends and family to
enjoy.
Motherhood is beautiful; motherhood is hard. All moms understand this paradoxical
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truth. Yet introverted mothers face unique challenges. When our quiet nature collides
with our often loud role, frustration and guilt result. We wonder why motherhood feels at
odds with our personality, and in our darkest moments fear we're simply not cut out for
the job. In Introverted Mom, author Jamie C. Martin lifts the false burdens and negative
stereotypes off your shoulders, letting you know you're not alone. Your steady strength
is exactly what your family needs in this chaotic world. And when you understand and
accept your God-given personality, you'll discover a freedom you may never have
experienced before. Jamie shares vulnerable stories from her own life as well as
thoughts from other kindred-spirit moms, helping you add more calm to your days. Her
practical suggestions and creative inspiration, combined with quotes and insights from
four well-known introverted writers, point you back toward hope, laughter, and quiet joy.
Whether you've just realized you’re an introvert, or if you've known it all along, this
book is for you. It's time to honor who you are and savor life as an introverted mom.
In confronting these tension, they provide an outline of the most troubling questions in
the field and offer a variety of responses to them.
BUKU WAJIB UNTUK AUDITOR! Buku ini melatih Anda menguasi konsep dan teknik
audit berbantuan komputer, antara lain: - konsep basis data dan TABK, khususnya
ekstraksi dan analisis data - impor dan validasi berbagai basis data (accdb, html, xml,
txt, csv, dbf) - analisis strata data numerik, teks, dan date - analisis Benford untuk
mendeteksi kecurangan - membuat tabulasi data - memilih sampel statistik (random,
sistematis, stratified, dan monetary unit) Cocok untuk mahasiswa yang ingin menjadi
auditor atau akuntan publik karena skill ini sangat dibutuhkan. Tidak perlu software dan
pelatihan mahal. Cukup membaca dan mengikuti latihan yang diberikan buku ini. Cocok
juga buat dosen yang mengajar praktikum auditing. PEMESANAN KOLEKTIF DAPAT
MENGHUBUNGI 081227122218 (Whatsapp)

Praise for Auditor's Guide to Information Systems Auditing "Auditor's Guide to
Information Systems Auditing is the most comprehensive book about auditing
that I have ever seen. There is something in this book for everyone. New auditors
will find this book to be their bible-reading it will enable them to learn what the
role of auditors really is and will convey to them what they must know,
understand, and look for when performing audits. For experiencedauditors, this
book will serve as a reality check to determine whether they are examining the
right issues and whether they are being sufficiently comprehensive in their focus.
Richard Cascarino has done a superb job." —E. Eugene Schultz, PhD, CISSP,
CISM Chief Technology Officer and Chief Information Security Officer, High
Tower Software A step-by-step guide tosuccessful implementation and control of
information systems More and more, auditors are being called upon to assess
the risks and evaluate the controls over computer information systems in all types
of organizations. However, many auditors are unfamiliar with the techniques they
need to know to efficiently and effectively determine whether information systems
are adequately protected. Auditor's Guide to Information Systems Auditing
presents an easy, practical guide for auditors that can be applied to all computing
environments. As networks and enterprise resource planning systems bring
resources together, and as increasing privacy violations threaten more
organization, information systems integrity becomes more important than ever.
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With a complimentary student'sversion of the IDEA Data Analysis Software CD,
Auditor's Guide to Information Systems Auditing empowers auditors to effectively
gauge the adequacy and effectiveness of information systems controls.
BUKU WAJIB UNTUK AUDITOR! Wajib dimiliki oleh auditor yang ingin lebih
trampil dalam teknik audit berbantuan komputer dan mahasiswa yang ingin
berkarir sebagai akuntan publik. Menguasi berbagai teknik audit dalam buku ini
akan menjadi nilai lebih dalam dunia kerja. Buku ini melatih Anda menguasai: konsep dasar basis data - mengelola basis data dengan SQL - menganalisis data
audit - dan berbagai teknik lainnya. Anda tidak perlu menggunakan software
mahal untuk melakukan TABK karena Microsoft Access dapat menjadi alternatif.
Semua latihan dalam buku ini disajikan secara runtut. Anda hanya perlu
mengikutinya, dan itu mudah sekali.
What does it mean to turn something into capital? What does considering things
as assets entail? What does the prevalence of an investor’s viewpoint require?
What is this culture of valuation that asks that we capitalize on everything? How
can we make sense of the traits, necessities and upshots of this pervasive
cultural condition?This book takes the reader to an ethnographic stroll down the
trail of capitalization. Start-up companies, research centers, consulting firms,
state enterprises, investment banks, public administrations: the territory can
certainly prove strange and disorienting at first sight, with its blurred boundaries
between private appropriation and public interest, economic sanity and moral
breakdown, the literal and the metaphorical, the practical and the ideological. The
traveler certainly requires a resolutely pragmatist attitude, and a taste for the
meanders of signification. But in all the sites in which we set foot in this inquiry
we recognize a recurring semiotic complex: a scenario of valuation in which
things signify by virtue of their capacity to become assets in the eye of an
imagined investor.A ground-breaking anthropological investigation on the culture
of contemporary capitalism, this work directs attention to the largely unexplored
problem of capitalization and offers a critical resource for current debates on
neoliberalism and financialization.
This thought-provoking collection of magical texts from ancient Egypt shows the
exotic rituals, esoteric healing practices, and incantatory and supernatural
dimensions that flowered in early Christianity. These remarkable Christian
magical texts include curses, spells of protection from "headless powers" and evil
spirits, spells invoking thunderous powers, descriptions of fire baptism, and even
recipes from a magical "cookbook." Virtually all the texts are by Coptic Christians,
and they date from about the 1st-12th centuries of the common era, with the
majority from late antiquity. By placing these rarely seen texts in historical context
and discussing their significance, the authors explore the place of healing,
prayer, miracles, and magic in the early Christian experience, and expand our
understanding of Christianity and Gnosticism as a vital folk religion.
Business wisdom from more than seventy-five food industry experts, specialty
food buyers, and entrepreneurs to help you start and run a small culinary
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concern. For those ready to follow their foodie dreams (or at least start thinking
about it) Good Food, Great Business is the place to get organized and decide
whether creating a specialty food business is really possible. Whether the goal is
selling a single product online or developing a line of gourmet foods to be sold in
grocery chains, this working handbook helps readers become food
entrepreneurs—from concept to production to sales to marketing. Using real life
examples from more than seventy-five individuals and businesses that have
already joined the ranks of successful enterprises, the book walks readers
through the good, the bad, and the ugly of starting a food business. In these
pages, you’ll learn . . . Personal habits and business fundamentals that will help
you in every walk of life How to choose the business idea or ideas that best fit
you and your personality How to determine the viability of those ideas Concrete
steps you need to take to make your business a reality
Li-Young Lee is an American poet, born in Indonesia, whose poetry fuses
memory, family, culture and history to explore love, exile, family and mortality.
This selection, drawn from three collections and a memoir, shows him searching
for understanding and for the right language to give form to what is invisible and
evanescent.
In 2000, the Department of Trade and Industry established the Small Business Service (SBS).
This report presents four aspects of its work in more detail - SBS's role in: influencing
Government regulations and policies; facilitating small business access to finance; helping to
join up services across Government; providing advice and support to small business. The NAO
report also sets out a number of recommendations, including the following: that the current
performance measurement framework could be simplified, by reviewing the Public Service
Agreement objectives and targets; that an improvement in the programme of evaluations
should align Government targets with small business aims and objectives; that the Small
Business Service actions and activities should be supported by well documented cost-effective
evidence; that the Government Action Plan for departmental co-operation should be further
developed, including specific commitments from government departments on the actions they
are undertaking and the resources they have committed to small business issues. The latest
data, from 2003 showed that of the 3.5 million businesses in England all bar 5,400 were either
small (with fewer that 50 employees) or medium-sized (with 50 to 249 employees). Small and
medium sized businesses are found in all sectors of the economy, account for half of all
business turnover and employ 57% of the England's private sector workforce. This report
examines the SBS's performance management framework and its performance against key
targets.
This title provides: example sentences which show how words are used in context; clear notes
on grammar, irregular verbs and easily confused words, and pronunciation information for all
main entries.
This revised edition of a now classic text includes a new introduction by Henry Jenkins,
explaining ‘Why Fiske Still Matters’ for today’s students, followed by a discussion between
former Fiske students Ron Becker, Elana Levine, Darrell Newton and Pamela Wilson on the
theme of ‘Structuralism and Semiotics, Fiske-Style’. Both underline the continuing relevance
of this foundational text in communication studies. How can we study communication? What
are the main theories and methods of approach? This classic text provides a lucid, accessible
introduction to the main authorities in the field of communication studies, aimed at students
coming to the subject for the first time. It outlines a range of methods of analysing examples of
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communication, and describes the theories underpinning them. Thus armed, the reader will be
able to tease out the latent cultural meanings in such apparently simple communications as
news photos or popular TV programmes, and to see them with new eyes.
Become the forensic analytics expert in your organization using effective and efficient data
analysis tests to find anomalies, biases, and potential fraud—the updated new edition Forensic
Analytics reviews the methods and techniques that forensic accountants can use to detect
intentional and unintentional errors, fraud, and biases. This updated second edition shows
accountants and auditors how analyzing their corporate or public sector data can highlight
transactions, balances, or subsets of transactions or balances in need of attention. These tests
are made up of a set of initial high-level overview tests followed by a series of more focused
tests. These focused tests use a variety of quantitative methods including Benford’s Law,
outlier detection, the detection of duplicates, a comparison to benchmarks, time-series
methods, risk-scoring, and sometimes simply statistical logic. The tests in the new edition
include the newly developed vector variation score that quantifies the change in an array of
data from one period to the next. The goals of the tests are to either produce a small sample of
suspicious transactions, a small set of transaction groups, or a risk score related to individual
transactions or a group of items. The new edition includes over two hundred figures. Each
chapter, where applicable, includes one or more cases showing how the tests under
discussion could have detected the fraud or anomalies. The new edition also includes two
chapters each describing multi-million-dollar fraud schemes and the insights that can be
learned from those examples. These interesting real-world examples help to make the text
accessible and understandable for accounting professionals and accounting students without
rigorous backgrounds in mathematics and statistics. Emphasizing practical applications, the
new edition shows how to use either Excel or Access to run these analytics tests. The book
also has some coverage on using Minitab, IDEA, R, and Tableau to run forensic-focused tests.
The use of SAS and Power BI rounds out the software coverage. The software screenshots
use the latest versions of the software available at the time of writing. This authoritative book:
Describes the use of statistically-based techniques including Benford’s Law, descriptive
statistics, and the vector variation score to detect errors and anomalies Shows how to run most
of the tests in Access and Excel, and other data analysis software packages for a small sample
of the tests Applies the tests under review in each chapter to the same purchasing card data
from a government entity Includes interesting cases studies throughout that are linked to the
tests being reviewed. Includes two comprehensive case studies where data analytics could
have detected the frauds before they reached multi-million-dollar levels Includes a continuallyupdated companion website with the data sets used in the chapters, the queries used in the
chapters, extra coverage of some topics or cases, end of chapter questions, and end of
chapter cases. Written by a prominent educator and researcher in forensic accounting and
auditing, the new edition of Forensic Analytics: Methods and Techniques for Forensic
Accounting Investigations is an essential resource for forensic accountants, auditors,
comptrollers, fraud investigators, and graduate students.
These papers from the 9th Workshop on Database and Expert Systems Applications cover
topics including: workflow management in scientific and engineering applications; query
processing; advanced database and information system methods; multimedia applications; and
video management."
When faced with injustice what can a concerned citizen do? In 1933, when Hitler tried to blame
Communists for setting the German parliament on fire, a group of European and American
lawyers responded by staging a countertrial, which proved them innocent and eventually led to
their release. A new unofficial way of advancing human rights was thus launched. This
groundbreaking study narrates the history of such 'citizens tribunals' from this first astonishing
success to the mixed record of subsequent efforts-including tribunals on the Moscow show
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trials, the American war in Vietnam, Japanese sexual slavery, the Chernobyl nuclear disaster,
and the excesses of 'global capitalism'.

Skin physiology assessment is moving from a descriptive approach to a deeper
understanding of biophysical and biochemical processes in the stratum corneum, such
as epidermal barrier function and stratum corneum hydration. New, non-invasive
approaches offer reliable and reproducible methods for product testing in the
pharmaceutical and cosmetic industry, as well as in basic research. While standard
instruments focus on functional aspects, innovative devices offer a deeper
understanding of underlying mechanisms. This book discusses the assessment of skin
physiology and of skin functions in clinical studies using non-invasive biophysical
instruments, offering readers a comprehensive guide to planning, performing and
evaluating the results of scientific studies in skin measurement and the legal framework
for these studies. Written by leading experts in the field, it focuses on practical aspects
of non-invasive measurements. After introducing the legal aspects of the current
framework for clinical cosmetic studies and basic research in cosmetology, it explores
the technical practicalities of organizing a testing lab and the pre-requirements for
planning a study. The third and main section addresses specific topics in cosmetic
testing e.g. skin hydration, and also includes chapters on sensory aspects and in vivo
skin structure vizualization. This new, updated edition of Practical Aspects of Cosmetic
Testing is a valuable tool for researchers, students, and medical staff wanting to gain
insights into how best to assess skin functions in controlled studies using non-invasive
biophysical instruments.
The question whether and how boundaries might individuate and thereby be
constitutive features of any imaginable legal order has yet to be addressed in a
systematic and comprehensive manner by legal and political theory. This book seeks to
address this important omission, providing an original contribution to the debate about
law in a global setting. Against the widely endorsed assumption that we are now
moving towards law without boundaries, it argues that every imaginable legal order,
global or otherwise, is bounded in space, time, membership, and content. The book is
built up around three main insights. Firstly, that legal orders can best be understood as
a form of joint action in which authorities mediate and uphold who ought to do what,
where, and when with a view to realising the normative point of acting together.
Secondly, that behaviour can call into question the boundaries that determine who
ought to do what, where and when: a-legality. Thirdly, that this a-legality reveals
boundaries as marking a limit and, to a lesser or greater extent, a fault line of the
respective legal order. Legal boundaries reveal ways of ordering the who, what, where,
and when of behaviour which have been excluded, yet which remain within the range of
practical possibilities accessible to the collective: limits. However legal boundaries also
intimate an order which exceeds the range of possibilities accessible to that collective the fault line of the respective legal order. Careful analysis of a wide range of legal
orders, including nomadism, Roman law, classical international law, ius gentium,
multinationals, cyberlaw, lex mercatoria, the EU, global regimes of human rights, and
space law validates this thesis. What sense, then, can we make of the normativity of
the law, if there can be no inclusion without exclusion? Arguing that legal and political
theories misunderstand how legal boundaries do their work of including and excluding,
the book develops a normative theory of legal order which is alternative to both
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communitarianism and cosmopolitanism.
A highly readable account of a complex subject, In Math We Trust is all you need to find
out about Bitcoin, cryptocurrency, the future of money and the journey to being your
own bank. Money is the most important human invention after language. It provides
tokens for the faith we have in each other and society, but that trust has been violated
repeatedly throughout history by the middlemen and authorities we rely upon in order to
transact with each other. Now a new kind of money promises to rescue us from these
tyrants and return us to the roots of money, without relying on third-parties. Instead of
putting our faith in banks and governments, we can trust math. Simon Dingle has been
working with Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies since 2011, designing products that
make it easier to engage with this new world of money. He is also a broadcaster, writer
and speaker who makes complex subjects simple for his audiences. Having led the
product team at one of the world’s first Bitcoin exchanges and on other popular fintech
products, Simon continues to design and invest in projects that make money more fair,
this in addition to his weekly radio show that helps people with technology more
generally. In this book Simon looks at the evolution of human trust that not only
explains how cryptocurrencies work and the origins of Bitcoin, but how you can use
these networks to take control of your own financial universe.
Uneven Zimbabwe examines the influence of domestic and international financial
markets and financiers in uneven development in Zimbabwe, using - and contributing to
- the tools of radical political economy. Theoretically, Bond begins with criticism of the
classical Marxist concepts of "finance capital" for focusing on institutional
characteristics and failing to grasp underlying dynamics. Instead, as economic crisis
tendencies emerge, the power of finance periodically intensifies, temporarily displacing
crisis through time and space and across geographical scales. But the limits of the
financial solution become evident when paper assets delink from the productive assets
they are meant to represent, as well as in the role that finance plays in amplifying
uneven development across different economic sectors, spaces and scales.
Benford's law states that the leading digits of many data sets are not uniformly
distributed from one through nine, but rather exhibit a profound bias. This bias is
evident in everything from electricity bills and street addresses to stock prices,
population numbers, mortality rates, and the lengths of rivers. Here, Steven Miller
brings together many of the world’s leading experts on Benford’s law to demonstrate
the many useful techniques that arise from the law, show how truly multidisciplinary it
is, and encourage collaboration. Beginning with the general theory, the contributors
explain the prevalence of the bias, highlighting explanations for when systems should
and should not follow Benford’s law and how quickly such behavior sets in. They go on
to discuss important applications in disciplines ranging from accounting and economics
to psychology and the natural sciences. The contributors describe how Benford’s law
has been successfully used to expose fraud in elections, medical tests, tax filings, and
financial reports. Additionally, numerous problems, background materials, and technical
details are available online to help instructors create courses around the book.
Emphasizing common challenges and techniques across the disciplines, this accessible
book shows how Benford’s law can serve as a productive meeting ground for
researchers and practitioners in diverse fields.
The Dictionary of Auditing is a one-stop resource for key auditing terminology,
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concepts, and processes essential to auditors and of increasing interest to those that
work with them. Covers key regulatory developments such as Sarbanes Oxley and
provides links for further reading.

There are many webinars and training courses on Data Analytics for Internal
Auditors, but no handbook written from the practitioner’s viewpoint covering not
only the need and the theory, but a practical hands-on approach to conducting
Data Analytics. The spread of IT systems makes it necessary that auditors as
well as management have the ability to examine high volumes of data and
transactions to determine patterns and trends. The increasing need to
continuously monitor and audit IT systems has created an imperative for the
effective use of appropriate data mining tools. This book takes an auditor from a
zero base to an ability to professionally analyze corporate data seeking
anomalies.
A chance encounter leads a man to spend the afternoon with an older woman,
now a widow, who escaped him fifteen years earlier. Neither of them doubts that
the day will end in disgust, but for one intimate moment each finds a way to
overcome mortality. Written in 1969, before Milan Kundera was known to Englishspeaking readers, this story renders male and female characters painful equals,
and prompted Philip Roth to admire its 'detached Chekhovian tenderness'.
A comprehensive introduction for scientists engaged in new drug development,
analysis, and approvals Each year the pharmaceutical industry worldwide recruits
thousands of recent science graduates—especially chemistry, analytical
chemistry, pharmacy, and pharmaceutical majors—into its ranks. However,
because of their limited background in pharmaceutical analysis most of those
new recruits find making the transition from academia to industry very difficult.
Designed to assist both recent graduates, as well as experienced chemists or
scientists with limited regulatory, compendial or pharmaceutical analysis
background, make that transition, Pharmaceutical Analysis for Small Molecules is
a concise, yet comprehensive introduction to the drug development process and
analysis of chemically synthesized, small molecule drugs. It features
contributions by distinguished experts in the field, including editor and author, Dr.
Behnam Davani, an analytical chemist with decades of technical management
and teaching experience in compendial, regulatory, and industry. This book
provides an introduction to pharmaceutical analysis for small molecules (nonbiologics) using commonly used techniques for drug characterization and
performance tests. The driving force for industry to perform pharmaceutical
analyses is submission of such data and supporting documents to regulatory
bodies for drug approval in order to market their products. In addition, related
required supporting studies including good laboratory/documentation practices
including analytical instrument qualification are highlighted in this book. Topics
covered include: Drug Approval Process and Regulatory Requirements (private
standards) Pharmacopeias and Compendial Approval Process (public standards)
Common methods in pharmaceutical analysis (typically compendial) Common
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Calculations for assays and impurities and other specific tests Analytical Method
Validation, Verification, Transfer Specifications including how to handle out of
specification (OOS) and out of trend (OOT) Impurities including organic,
inorganic, residual solvents and elemental impurities Good Documentation
Practices for regulatory environment Management of Analytical Laboratories
Analytical Instrument Qualifications including IQ, OQ, PQ and VQ Due to global
nature of pharmaceutical industry, other topics on both regulatory (ICH) and
Compendial harmonization are also highlighted. Pharmaceutical Analysis for
Small Molecules is a valuable working resource for scientists directly or indirectly
involved with the drug development process, including analytical chemists,
pharmaceutical scientists, pharmacists, and quality control/quality assurance
professionals. It also is an excellent text/reference for graduate students in
analytical chemistry, pharmacy, pharmaceutical and regulatory sciences.
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